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Boats Out 
Day!

Saturday morning, 
April 16th

Bring your work boots, 
gloves, rakes, and 

tools.

Additional Work Day on 
Saturday, April 23rd

JIB SHEET
O F F I C I A L  N E W S L E T T E R  O F 

T H E  R O C H E S T E R  C A N O E  C L U B

Canal Sailing?

Mike Fortner travels in style 

from Pittsford to Fairport on the 

Erie Canal.

Page 5

New Fleet Captains! 

Jeff  Scott and Judy Gesner take 

the reigns for the JY15 and 

Thistle Fleets.

Page 7 & 8

Thistle Modeling

Chris Muir uses Finite Element 

Modeling on the Thistle hull 

design.

Page 10

Learn to Sail 2011

Check out the hottest sailing 

school in town, complete with 

Rock Star instructors.

Page 12

WINTER TIME FILLERS
It goes without saying that we love the spring to autumn time at Rochester Canoe Club, but 

what’s one to do the rest of  the year? 
See highlights from some members’ winters throughout this Jib Sheet.

Winterscape.  Not a climber in sight, the old tree is cold and lonely with only 

the snow-covered Bay for company.                                     Photo by Joe Kaukeinen
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FROM THE COMMODORE
Greetings “home-bound” creatures!

Feeling the winter blues.....itching to escape your hibernation 
abodes.....wondering how your boat made it through the 
winter darkness by itself......excited to open that new sail you 
got for Christmas?  Well, it is time to get back out into the 
great outdoors, breath in the fresh air, and feel the wind and 
splash of  the water on our faces.  It’s time to take back the 
BAY!  In just a few weeks, we will be sailing once again.  
Welcome to the 2011 sailing season!  At the February Board 
Meeting, the board decided against any dues increases for the 
2011 season and is working hard towards operating with a 
balanced budget while still maintaining the club and grounds.  
This is not an easy feat with some improvements in store, but 
we are committed to that end. Here are some themes to focus 
on this year:

Let’s grow our membership!  Invite a coworker, friend, 
fellow parishioner, other sports partner, or even your mom 
down to RCC for a sail, picnic, and mingling with the rest of  the RCC family.  Latch onto a sailing school participant and 
ask them to crew or sail one of  the club sunfish the following Sunday.  I am sure that plenty may find the place to their liking 
and may ultimately decide to join.  Open Houses are just a starting point to increase our numbers.  It takes a personal 
connection to one of  our members to sponsor and encourage prospective members to “come again” and help them learn the 
“system” at our wonderful club.

Let’s make the place look beautiful!  We’ve got the drainage, sealed up roof  and industrial strength gutters. Now it’s 
time for some new windows, doors, and a paint job to help spruce up the place.  Those are the major projects in store for the 
2011 season.  Be prepared to grab a scraper and join in the fun of  an additional work day or two.  There are some other 
possible projects being discussed.  There is MUCH work to be done and considering we are a self-reliant, self-serving club, 
everyone is expected to do their part.  The Board of  Governors is always looking for suggestions and/or project leaders to 
come forward.  Please consider just one small thing that you think could be done in order to make our club an even better 
place.  Then follow up on your idea by discussing with any BOG member.  As Aristotle once stated, ”The whole is more than 
the sum of  its parts.” Let’s continue to make small improvements and the next thing you know, we will be well on our way to 
something truly magnificent.  

In summary,  I am proud to be The Commodore of  what I believe is one of  the greatest one-design sailboat organizations 
around.  We do a lot of  things RIGHT. Let’s not stray from what’s working, and at the same time consider changes that will 
be beneficial according to our core club beliefs. We are much greater than our physical club itself; we are about close and 
life-long friendships that we share and our love for the sport of  sailboat racing. I can’t wait to raise my Sunfish sail and lower 
my Thistle into the water (hopefully not onto sand) and become immersed in our nature sanctuary on Irondequoit Bay.  See 
you at the fast approaching Spring Banquet, which Ralph has already contacted everyone about and at the boats out days.

Our thoughts and prayers go out to Don VanVechten and Patty Tompkins.  Many thanks to Sue Rose for taking on a new 
role as Sunshine Sailor.  I just knew she would be the perfect person for the job and that’s why I appointed her.  Sue, you are 
the best!

See you on the water.

By Doug Kaukeinen
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WORDS FROM THE VICE

By Ralph Simpson
Hello RCC Family!
I am glad to see spring finally show up with some half  decent weather –  sunny and above 

freezing!  The winter Rochester Frostbite Association Interclub racing out of  Rochester Yacht 
Club was really COLD this season.  We had 6 weeks in a row with no racing due to ice packs 

clogging up the boat launch and race areas.  We were all suffering from sailing withdrawal!
Speaking of  ice, the RCC 2011 season was kicked off  with our Winter Social in March 

hosted by the “other RCC”, the Rochester Curling Club.  This was our second year of  curling 

and despite being scheduled during school break we had more RCC curlers than last year.  
Special thanks to the Rochester Curling Club volunteers and double RCC members John 
Walsh and Tim Egan for helping coach us sailors how to read ice and get a rock where you want it! 

Next on the social agenda: The RCC Spring Banquet, Friday April 15, 5:30-10pm, Ellison Park,  Pavilion Lodge (see details in your 
e-mail in-box).  Please RSVP today if  you have not already done so and bring your creative ideas for sprucing up the club house!  Ideas 
will be reviewed by the RCC Board for possible implementation in the future.

Other Vice highlights for the season:

• RCC 2011 Schedule —was issued with the dues notices and is posted on the RCC website.  Please contact me with any questions 
or changes that need to be made. The latest version of  the schedule will be made available on the website through the sailing season.

• Ice Breaker Party—After racing on Sunday, May 1st.  Bring your extra special appetizer or dessert to share.

• Mother’s Day Pasta Dinner – After racing and happy hour Sunday May 8th.  Cooks and servers needed.
• Open House—Saturday, June 11th.  Many volunteers, boats and guests needed.  Start spreading the word and contact me for an 

assignment.

• Father’s Day Pancake Breakfast – Before racing on Sunday June 19th.  Volunteers needed.
• Rain date Open House--Saturday June25th … if  June 11th is a washout.
• Family Fun Day—Saturday, July 2nd.  Volunteers needed.
• Brown Jug @ RCC—Monday, September 5th.  We host this year.  Volunteers and appetizers needed.

• Clam Bake—Saturday, Sept. 24.  No surprise … volunteers needed.
• End of  Season Bash—After racing on Sunday, October 16th.  Bring your extra special appetizer or dessert to share.
• Awards Banquet—Some TBD date in November.  Please send in your suggestions for location and format.

So you caught the common denominator here … RCC sailing is kept running smoothly by volunteers, food, refreshments and 
family.  A great formula!

Continued on next page
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WORDS FROM THE VICE  Continued from page 3

Mark Set / Safety boat assignments: The fleet captains and I have been working very hard to organize the “crash boat” 

schedule for the year.  In order for races to run smoothly it is imperative for you to show up for your assignment.  Plan on arriving 
around 11:30am to be sure that the boats are operating properly, the committee boat is ready to go, and the marks are filled with air.  If 

for some reason you need to switch your safety boat dates with someone else, please contact your fleet captain and me before the switch 
so that I can adjust the schedule and keep track of  it.

Private Parties: If  you are planning on using the RCC facilities for a party, contact me directly so that I can put your event on 
the website calendar and eliminate double booking.   You can always check ahead of  time on our website to see if  the date is available, 

but please don’t enter your own event.  Call or e-mail me and I will confirm the date and update the master calendar.  Please clean up 
after your party and keep our clubhouse and grounds in good shape.  Remember that a donation to the club of  a minimum $2 per 
person for business related parties and events is the rule.  For RCC member personal parties and events of  >25 people a donation to 
the club is encouraged for use of  the facilities.

That completes this edition of  Words from the Vice …See you on the water!

     

My submission for fun winter excursion:  I 
managed and played on the Nova Scotia 
Alumni "Oldtimers" team in the March 18-20 
Dalhousie University Invitational Water Polo 
Tournament in Halifax, Nova Scotia.  We were 
defending our championship title from the 
previous year but lost one out of 5 games, 
knocking us out of the championship game and 
putting us in third place overall.  Despite that 
the Halifax pubs and beer were awesome ... we 
all had a fantastic time! St. Paddy's day in 
Halifax is a trip!

Submitted by Ralph Simpson
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SUNFISHING ON THE ERIE CANAL
By Mike Fortner
 “I have been walking on the 
canal for as long as I can 
remember and I have never 
seen a sailboat,” a woman 
remarked as I sailed through 
Pittsford.   That was the most 
memorable of the many 
comments I received as I sailed 
from Pittsford to Fairport last 
summer.

	 My awesome support crew of Cindy, 
Luke, and Jack helped me rig the boat 
east of the Clover Street locks. I pushed 
off the small dock and sailed west in 
order to turn around for a picture. 
Cindy and the boys  waved a final 
goodbye and I was  off. In the cockpit 
were some different items  that you 
would not find during a day of racing at 
RCC: A cooler with lunch, cell phone, 
GPS, digital camera, and a small paddle 
just in case. I also used an old wooden 
board in case I sailed too close to the 
shore. Earlier that morning, we had left 
the other car in the parking lot near the 
Erie Canal Boat Company west of the 
Lift Bridge in Fairport. They were going 
to drop off the truck with the trailer for 
when my journey ended. 
	 The breeze was  forecast to be 10-20 
from the west. I felt that any other 
direction would be difficult given the 
direction of the canal from where I was 
going. I had been checking for a week 
and felt this was my best opportunity 
 The primary direction of the canal 
is  east-west….you know the song…
Buffalo to Albany.  The canal between 
Pittsford and Fairport actually heads 
south for a while and then turns  north 
at Bushnell’s  Basin before heading east 

again in Fairport towards Macedon and 
Palmyra. The main reason for this little 
north and south span is  to get the canal 
over the Irondequoit Creek valley. The 
Great Embankment, a mile span near 
Bushnell’s  Basin, was  constructed to get 
the canal over the Irondequoit Creek 
valley. Canal workers  built a tunnel for 
the creek and then filled the valley with 
dirt. The canal was  then dug within the 
dirt between Fairport and Pittsford. 
    If you have ever travelled along route 
96 between Pittsford and Bushnell’s 
Basin, you will notice that you are 
actually below the level of the canal. 

There are also guard gates  at either end 
of the embankment in case of a break 
in the canal. These guard gates  are in 
place to prevent the canal from draining 
into the Irondequoit creek in case of a 
break in the wall. This  happened as 
recently as 1974.
       Prior to my departure, I checked on 
the NYS canals website for the bridge 
heights  from the water, to make sure I 
could go without dropping my sail. With 
the sail in the racing position, I was  able 
to go under all of the bridges  and the 
guard gates  without any trouble. The 
railroad bridges had the least clearance. 
The reason behind th i s  i s  the 
competition at the time between the 
railroads  and the canals; the railroads 
wanted to limit the amount of freight 
the canals  could carry, so they built the 
height of the railroad bridges  at the 
minimum allowable height. I was  still 
able to clear all the bridges  without a 
problem.
        I made great time during the “east-
west” portions  of the route. I was  either 

Continued on next page

http://www.rochestercc.org
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ERIE CANAL

running or broad reaching and felt that in the beginning I would make the trip in about two hours. My journey past Schoen 
Place in Pittsford was  met with many smiles  and comments of encouragement. The part just after Pittsford was  much slower 
with many gybes. I essentially sat in the bottom of the cockpit and had the sail go back and forth as  it needed to go. There was 
plenty of  wind in the tops of  the trees, but just not much at the level of  the canal.
 I began to pick up speed again as  I approached Bushnell’s  Basin, a portion of the trip that ran more “east-west” than 
“north-south”. I had called Cindy and she was  able to meet me and take some pictures in Bushnell’s  Basin. As  I rounded the 
bend approaching the small business district of  the hamlet, Cindy said to the boys, “Look, there is Daddy.”
 “I don’t think that is  Daddy’s  sail number” was the reply from Jack. You can only imagine the smart remark that came 
from his mother after that comment. They took pictures and I continued on towards Fairport. 
 There was  another “north-south” portion of the journey just after Kreag Road Park in Perinton. I drifted past the Oxbow 
and by the Fairport Crew boathouse. Cindy and the boys  again showed up to take pictures from Perinton Park. She was  also 
able to get a cool picture from the Fairport Road Bridge.
	 The entire journey took about three hours and thirty minutes. It was a neat way to spend a late summer morning.

Continued from page 5

Sunfish Sailors: Don’t Forget!

To do this spring:

• Weed around the racks

• Write your name on the stern of your boat so that unowned Sunfish can be identified

• Organize the sails in the clubhouse

http://www.rochestercc.org
http://www.rochestercc.org
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JY 15 FLEET REPORT
To start off  the 2011 season on an exciting note, the Board of  Governors has 
unanimously approved dollars to purchase a replacement “gently used” JY15 charter 
boat.  As you may recall from the 2010 season Ralph Simpson championed this 
ingenious idea and with approval from the RCC board the club purchased a JY15 
Charter Boat with the assistance of  Kevin Lofftus, Mike Horan and John Fortunato.  
The charter program turned out to be a great success in its inaugural year with club 
members Mike Gerard and son Joey snapping up the opportunity to purchase the 
charter JY15.  We’re looking forward to continuing this successful program in 2011; it 
helps build interest in the JY15 fleet and serves to grow membership as well.  

Speaking of  membership, I’ve had several inquiries from prospective members that 
have indicated an interest in stopping by the club this spring. One individual in 
particular has a JY15 on the bay and is interested in racing on Sundays.  

This year’s JY15 Regatta will be held the weekend of  July 16-17, and we hope to make it another great regatta.  Last 
season as you may remember we had nice weather both days with some very challenging sailing conditions which made for 
a competitive regatta.  We hope to build on this year’s turn out by promoting this wonderful venue to other JY15 
organizations.  Skippers please remember to renew your JYCA membership for participation in this year’s regattas.  

Some other good news!! The JY15 Annual Class Association meeting held at RCC during the North Americans last fall has  
voted to allow for the JY15 class to be built out of  Fiberglass!!   This is exciting news as there was some real uncertainty 
about the future of  the class boat building capabilities.  Nicholas Boats in Flint, Michigan has agreed to now produce the 
JY15 out of  Fiberglass.  Rod Johnstone, the designer of  the JY15, is working closely with the new boat builder to ensure 
that the new glass boats are as close as possible to the plastic boat design we love.  The JYCA is also making certain that the 
strictest of  one-design parameters are followed so that the ABS boats remain competitive; their interests are NOT to re-
invent the boat. 

With that said, I’d like to thank all of  you for allowing 
me to be your JY15 Fleet 77 Captain. Being new to the 
position I have to admit I’m still learning the ropes, so 
to speak.  However with your continued support I hope 
to continue the tradition of  the good times, fun & 
competition I have come to appreciate about this fleet 
and RCC.  Thank you.  

Captain Jeff  and Mike “The Man” Horan team up on the bay.

By Jeff Scott

http://www.rochestercc.org
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THISTLE FLEET REPORT

Fellow Thistle sailors – Happy Spring 
(sort of ?)! It's time to drag the boats 
and gear out of  winter storage and 
start thinking about the upcoming 
sailing season. I'd like my main focus 
this year to be to help everybody to 
TRY SOMETHING NEW. Here are 
some thoughts I have:

• Participate in a regatta/
venue that you have never 

been to before. For some of  
you, this may mean to sail in 
our own RCC Fall Frontier 
regatta, or travel down the 
Thruway to Seneca Yacht 
Club in June – both of  which 
will offer excellent competition 
close to home. Or go a bit 
farther afield and try the Great 
Lakes at Pymatuning Yacht 
Club – about a 4 hour drive 
with camping facilities!

• Mix it up on the boat! Try 
sailing on a different boat with 
someone else, or try out a 
different position on your boat. 
The more you learn about the 
way other people do things, the 
more you have to contribute to 
your own team.

• Learn more about how 
races are run. Volunteer for 
crashboat when someone with 
lots of  experience is doing 

their duty and ask them to 
“talk you around the race 
course”. Ask lots of  questions 
about why skippers are doing 
certain things.

• Go for a “day sail.” If  you 
only ever step in your boat to 
race (yes, guilty as charged!), 
consider inviting non-racing 
family/friends/kids to go out 
for a sail. Enjoy being on the 
water in a non-competitive 
situation and some of  those 
people might want to come 
back and try it again!

As we get rolling for a new season, 
please let me know what I can do for 
you and the fleet as your new Fleet 
Captain – bring it on, Spring!

Try Something New in 2011

By Judy Gesner

It is amazing both how quickly the bay freezes over during the winter and then 
how quickly it can be gone in the spring. And with the clearing of  the ice it can 
only mean one thing--  Sailing season is quickly approaching. Well at least for those 
of  you that don’t frostbite during the winter… but I digress. 

As this season starts I take my place as the new Harbor Master. I have a lot to learn 
but I have the excellent support of  Joe Kaukeinen and Jim Tompkins to help me 
carry out my duties.  Their knowledge will be indispensable to me in keeping the 
motors, boats, docks and hoists all in good working condition. 

It is volunteers like Jim and Joe that make RCC the great place that it is.  And it is 
that reliance on the members to run the club that keeps the membership intimately 
involved and keeps the dues affordable.  But with that self  reliance comes a 
responsibility that all members join in and do their part to get the club set up in the 
spring and keep it running during the year. As the saying goes- “ Many hands make 
light work.”  I look forward to seeing all of  you at Boats-Out-Day and can’t wait to 
get on the water and sailing.

HARBOR MASTER’S REPORT

By Rick Howitt

http://www.rochestercc.org
http://www.rochestercc.org
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MEMBERSHIP UPDATE

My favorite thing this winter was iceboating on Cranberry Pond with Jim Tompkins.  Got to go a few times 
between Christmas and New Years and again in the first week of March...as always, what a cool sport.

Submitted by Gary Hartman

How many of  us remember our first visit to RCC?  Finding the entrance, negotiating 
the steep driveway, getting the car parked and wondering if  this is a good idea or not.  
After all, "Yacht Clubs" are expensive places filled with stuffy people, right?  We know 
this is not the case at RCC, but often, first time visitors may not.  For the past many 
years the Membership Chairperson, Pat Tompkins, has taken the lead to identify new 
people and show them a welcoming face.  This is something all of  us do as members, 
and we are good at it!  However, it is the Membership Chair who takes it a step further 
and offers to show folks around, introduce them to people, tell stories, and explain the 
path to membership.  It goes without saying, but I'll say it anyhow: This is a job for the 
whole community, and it needs a leader to make sure the process goes to completion.  
Pat Tompkins, being an organizational genius, has done an outstanding job.  She, with 
the help of  her husband, what's his name, have developed the files and procedures to 
get potential members through the application process, and on to the agenda for the 

Board of  Directors to vote.  But, a positive vote is only the start.  It is a community 
project, led by the Mem Chair, to continue to integrate a new member, or family, into 
the fold.

 
During last season, Pat had informed Doug and the Board, that after many years of  service, she would like to pass the job to 
a new point person.  With the support of  Pat and Jim, Doug has asked and I have accepted the position.  With the guidance 
and help from Pat, and the whole community, I'm confident that we can continue the good work.
 
Party on!

By Rich Connelly

http://www.rochestercc.org
http://www.rochestercc.org
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Figure 2 shows the finite element mesh generated on the 
geometry. In this model there are two types of  elements. Beam 
elements are placed on the curves; here these are the lattice, rails, 
and standing rigging. Shell elements are placed on the surfaces; 
here that is the hull, seats, and flotation tanks. In the case of  the 
shell there is only one element through the thickness of  the hull 
but the element captures the behavior of  that relatively thin 
material. Likewise with the wood lattice and rails, the stiffness and 
size of  the wood is captured in the beam element. For the 
standing rigging, the material properties of  stainless steel and size 
of  the wire is defined. The profile of  the aluminum mast, 
spreaders and triangles is also defined in the same way.  The 
whole model can be thought of  as a collection of  three 
dimensional springs of  varying stiffness as defined by material 
properties and sizes.

THISTLE MODELING

For the past few years I have taught a course in Mechanical Design at UR in the fall. It is really a course in efficient structures. 
The students design, analyze and build a structure that we smash as part of  a design competition. It’s a lot of  fun. Various things 
are used as examples during the semester. I use the design of  a Thistle as an example of  an efficient structure and some specific 
modeling techniques. Although the students seem a bit lethargic at times when we discuss how to model this type of  structure 
and what it helps us to understand, I thought the folks at the RCC might be more interested, possibly even enough to stay awake.  

As part of  the course, the students learn how to do Finite Element Modeling (FEM) with MSC/Nastran and MSC/Patran. FEM 
is a technique that mathematically approximates the behavior of  systems under given loading conditions. A system can be 
anything, for example: a building, car, satellite, or boat in this case. A complex system is represented by a set of  small (though 
finite) elements that have known behavior. The behavior of  the entire system is found by combining the behavior of  the smaller 
simpler elements. 

Sailboats are good examples of  efficient structures (at least a successful design like the Thistle). Generally, the students will build a 
computer model and be asked to look at some design tradeoffs. For a Thistle it may be interesting to know how the overall 
stiffness of  the system will change under a certain set of  loading conditions (if  you make the rail wider or the hull thicker, for 
example), and how that might effect the strength-to-weight of  the system. From a strict modeling standpoint, the Thistle is a 
good example as a combination of  surface elements and line elements. 

By Chris Muir

Figure 1 shows the surface and curve model of  a Thistle. 

The offsets and dimensions were taken from the Green 
Book. The offsets in the Green Book are less than perfect, 
by the way, and some faring of  the hull was necessary. This 
is not a perfect representation of  the geometry of  the boat, 
but is sufficient to understand the general behavior of  the 
structure as a whole. If  we were interested in, say, the 
behavior of  the fittings on the rudder, we might create a 
smaller “break out” model with much greater detail and 
more specific loading conditions.  

Surfaces  and  curves  of  the  thistle

Figure  1   Surface  and  curves  of  the  thistle
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Continued on next page
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Thistle Modeling continued from Page 7

Figure 3 shows a simple model of  the forestay being tensioned 
up and how the mast is loaded during the process. The colors 
represent the forces present in the system. In this case deeper 
blue represents higher tension and green through dark red 
represent varying degrees of  compression. 
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Figure 4 shows the areas of  the hull that are deforming 
when the mast is loaded up. The deformations will be very 
small in this case but they are present and they effect the 
overall shape of  the hull. Added structure around the 
centerboard trunk that is not included in the model would 
likely lessen the actual deformation aft.
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Figure 5 shows how the hull will deform under the load 
of  a crew sitting on the rail. The boat is supported by the 
water and the shroud on the crew side provides the 
opposing force. The hull twists toward the aft due to the 
weight loading. The colors may seem confusing at first, 
but the total deformation is being plotted. So as the 
transom rotates the points on the outer bits move the 
furthest leading to the highest deformation from its 
original state and the deepest red. The deformation is 
exaggerated in the plot on the lower right; this is many 
hundreds of  times the actual deformation but is useful to 
show the character of  the shape.

There can be an endless number of  questions that can be 
asked about the behavior of  structures using FEM. From 
just the playing around I have done, it is clear why some 
modifications to the structure have been made from the 
early vintage (like my 3048) to the newer hulls. I have 
limited this to just forces and displacements due to static 
loading. We can also investigate stresses to understand if  
there is risk of  failure, as well as vibration and fatigue 
behavior. These models just have static force loading, but 
the effect of  the wind, temperature, dynamics of  the 
waves, etc. can be represented as well (with much more 
sophisticated models). This kind of  analysis is now 
common in mechanical design, but it was not available 
when Sandy Douglass put pen to paper. It turns out he did 
pretty well without the colorful plots.

http://www.rochestercc.org
http://www.rochestercc.org
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SAILING SCHOOL NEEDS YOUR HELP!

We’re back again this year with 3 more weeks of  the best sailing school around.  Can you believe that Doug is in his 

17th year of  doing this program?   The 2011 schedule is below:

SESSION CLASS TIME

1 Junior Beginner June 27 - July 1, 8:30am-12:00pm 

1 Junior Intermediate June 27 - July 1, 1:00pm-4:00pm 

2 Adult Beginner July 5 - July 8, 8:30am-12:00pm 

2 Race Clinic July 5 - July 8, 1:00pm-4:00pm 

3 Junior Beginner July 11 - July 15, 8:30am-12:00pm 

3 Junior Intermediate July 11 - July 15, 1:00pm-4:00pm 

Help: The sailing school has been a nice way to introduce new people to the club, especially the adult beginner 

program. However, our enrollment seems to vary from year to year because we pretty much rely on word of  mouth 

advertising.  Last year’s students may come back or may tell a friend but that’s about it.  I think we offer a great, low key, fun 

learn-to-sail program; we just need to keep getting the word out. So:

TELL PEOPLE ABOUT THE FABULOUS RCC SAILING SCHOOL!

Keep our sailing school in mind and think of  people who might like to get into the sport -  Friends, friend’s kids, people 

you work with, grandchildren, etc.  Tell people to visit our web site www.rochestercc.org and check out the 2011 Learn to 

Sail Program. There is an informational meeting at the club on Monday June 6th at 6:30.  Thanks for your support.

By Mark Weider

See YOU at Sailing School!

http://www.rochestercc.org
http://www.rochestercc.org
http://www.rochestercc.org
http://www.rochestercc.org
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Make the Jib Sheet great!
Our club newsletter is published three times a year in the 

months of  April, August, and December.  All members are 
encouraged to contribute!  Submit pictures, stories, games, 
recipes, songs, race tactics, boat projects, regatta 

photos,...anything you would like to share with the membership.

Submissions should be emailed to d13santos@yahoo.com as a 

a Microsoft Word document (or in Pages for Mac). Submissions 

for the next Jib Sheet are due by August 1st.

The editor would like to thank all the contributors, especially the non-

board members, for their work.  It’s what makes the Jib Sheet great!

~ Deirdre

EDITOR’S NOTE

ROCHESTER CANOE CLUB
2050 Bay Shore Boulevard

Rochester, NY  14622

585-288-2380
www.rochestercc.org

West Indian Manatee (Trichechus manutus)

Mike Fortner spent February break in Crystal River, Florida, 
where he did some swimming with the manatees!  
The head springs of Crystal River maintain a warm  
temperature (22 °C/ 72 °F) year round, providing habitat 
for the manatee.

Submitted by Mike Fortner


